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Trauma 2020-12-01 an amnesiac must learn the truth behind his girlfriend s death but he might not
like it in this psychological thriller by the author of the silent girls who do you trust when you don t
know who you are cameron todd is recovering from a serious brain injury a trauma suffered the same
night his girlfriend emma plunged to her death from a clifftop the damage erases all memory of the
incident and his life leading up to that moment both the police and emma s relatives are hunting for
someone to blame and question whether his amnesia is a convenient fabrication desperate to
understand what happened that fateful day self doubt creeps in when cameron learns his relationship
with emma might not have been picture perfect is he a victim or the perpetrator can he trust his
injured brain s version of events or will unearthing the truth reveal something far more sinister the
perfect read for fans of authors like d s butler and carol wyer
Her Last Secret 2017-10-13 wow i am absolutely blown away this book really really got under my skin
i feel slightly dizzy now and need a lie down with a soft pillow and lots of chocolate goodreads
reviewer omfg this is barbara copperthwaite s best book yet just blew everything else out of the water
seriously this book had me on edge my poor nerves were shattered buy it read it love it goodreads
reviewer gripped from page one until the very end a great rollercoaster of a story wow wow wow five
stars stardust book reviews some secrets you can never tell everyone thinks the thomases are the
perfect family grand london house gorgeous kids they don t know wife dominique is a paranoid wreck
they don t know husband ben is trapped in a web of deceit they don t know daughter ruby lives in
fear of the next abusive text but someone knows all their secrets can the lies that bind them tear
them apart a gripping psychological thriller that will have you holding your breath until the very last
page fans of behind closed doors gone girl and the girl on the train will be hooked see what readers
are saying about her last secret omg i was well and truly hooked had me guessing right until the very
end i am blown away i cannot recommend this enough without a doubt a must read chelle s book
reviews oh my word this is a fantastic read intense and terrifying an absolutely gripping read i was
totally immersed outstanding i highly recommend chat about books thrilling and captivating a tangled
web of lies and secrets is masterfully woven in this psychological thriller i was hooked right from page
one a big fat 5 stars from me i totally recommend this book bonnie s book talk an enthralling read
that draws you in the further you get into it whilst getting darker and darker totally jaw dropping stuff
loved it by the letter book reviews her last secret is a dark unsettling and addictive read that will reel
you in and keep you hooked from the very first page brew and books review shocking breath taking
gripping and heart breaking at one point i was almost in tears i absolutely loved this well written
emotional roller coaster the twists in the story keep you hooked trying to work out what happened
that night highly recommended nicki s life of crime i loved everything about this book from beginning
to end it s with books like this that i wish i could read faster than i do a simply terrific read goodreads
reviewer this book absolutely consumed me from start to finish and even when i wasn t reading it i
was thinking about it it is totally gripping and there were so many twists my head was spinning an
absolutely fantastic read goodreads reviewer what a book i genuinely think this is one of the best
books i ve ever read i sat and read it in one go i couldn t guess how it was going to end and didn t
anticipate the epilogue a gripping page turner that had me in tears towards the end goodreads
reviewer i m still open mouthed at the finale it was so cleverly crafted this book is compelling
unputdownable if you are a fan of books that surprise you then this is the book for you rachel s
random reads this book had me gripped from the very first few pages this really was a page turner
you are desperate to read more bookworms and shutterbugs absolutely superb she s only gone and
done it again did not want to put this book down donna s book blog
Psychosis 2017-06-29 police what is your emergency they re in the house and they re going to kill
me cerebral suspenseful stunning with killer twists reader s group my name is marco and i am flawed
i know that and i was fine with it until it cost me my family now i ll do anything to get them back even
see a therapist which is a joke because i am a therapist at least i was before i was fired now with
nowhere else to go i ve had to move out of the city and into the house i inherited here in the idyllic
fishing village of porthcove but only for as long as it takes to sell it because something isn t right
about this place you see i need the money so i ve started seeing some of the locals you know as
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patients but i tell you there s something really disturbing about charming neighbours sharing chilling
secrets and it isn t just that it s the other things strange inexplicable things it started with odd smells
creepy sounds and then the intruders oh god the intruders now a child has gone missing the police
are asking questions and i m starting to wonder if they re right maybe i can t be trusted but you
should come and see for yourself there s something seriously wrong with this place it is something
hideous terrifying and it s been here the whole time just waiting to devour my hope my sanity and
maybe even my life psychosis is an addictive psychological thriller it slowly draws you in before
strapping you into a straitjacket of compulsive reading and then injecting you with a series of jaw
dropping twists right up to its breath holding finale reader s group
The Perfect Friend 2018-07-05 when you hear her story will you believe her rose marlowe is a hard
working nurse a loving wife and a merciless killer or so she says despite her confession it is hard to
believe that this beautiful kind woman could have killed her vulnerable patient in cold blood down on
his luck true crime author theo hazel is convinced that there s more to what happened than rose is
telling and so decides to visit her behind bars to write her story his first surprise comes when rose
reveals that the victim was not a stranger to her as time goes on it seems that rose is letting theo see
behind her perfect mask with each new visit he learns terrible new things about her heart breaking
past with each new visit he becomes more and more convinced that she can t be a killer but is he
trying to free an innocent woman or falling prey to a calculating murderer a gripping and
unputdownable thriller that will keep you guessing into the early hours of the morning perfect for fans
of the silent patient shari lapena and jp delaney what everyone is saying about the nurse a clever
pitch perfect read jenny o brien author of silent cry wow what a read i was glued to the pages another
stay up all night read the idea for this story i found to be fresh its execution first class and its
characterisation second to none the nurse is dark compelling compulsive twisty and will have you
addicted from beginning to end as you race to see how it all will unfold a must read for 2021 once
upon a time book reviews will stay with you long after the final page s e lynes author of the
housewarming among the best of the psychological thrillers that i have read the author has smashed
it out of the park a fresh plot and so gripping throughout there really was no putting this book down
unless i absolutely had to beyond the books i finished the nurse last week and can t stop thinking
about it netgalley reviewer took me completely by surprise karen king author of the stranger in my
bed haunting spine tingling edge of your seat reading noelle holten author of the dc maggie jamieson
series i absolutely inhaled this book read it in two days and obsessed about it when i wasn t reading it
so gripping and twisty i couldn t put it down highly recommend go and read it goodreads reviewer one
of the best psychological thrillers i ve read in a long time netgalley reviewer it was impossible to put
the book down netgalley reviewer took my breath away jane isaac author of the dci helen lavery
series you just want to devour the book in one sitting goodreads reviewer an easy five star read for
me j m hewitt author of the night caller didn t want it to end really packs a punch amanda robson
author of obsession kept me on my toes throughout goodreads reviewer satisfyingly twisty netgalley
reviewer filled with intriguing characters and surprising twists m m deluca author of the secret sister
utterly compelling and absorbing jo jakeman author of safe house clever and intriguing emma
haughton author of now you see me twists and turns right up to the end goodreads reviewer thrilling
and chilling margaret kirk author of shadow man
Keep You Safe 2018 you made a promise to your sister it could destroy your daughter the daughter
15 year old rosie lies in hospital fighting for her life she s trying to tell her mother what happened to
her but she can t speak the words out loud the mother toni is a doting and over protective mother
terrified for her daughter s life having lost her husband in a tragic accident toni has dedicated her life
to keeping rosie safe from harm she needs to know what secrets rosie has been keeping and how she
ended up in a hospital bed but toni has a secret of her own the pact thirty years ago toni and her
sister bridget made each other a promise never to speak of their childhood to protect each other
without asking for help from others no matter what but in order to save rosie toni may have to break
her lifelong promise to her sister and open doors to her past she hoped would remain closed forever
the pact is a chilling psychological thriller about the lies we will tell to save our children perfect for
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fans of gone girl apple tree yard and the sister what readers are saying about the pact wow wow wow
i absolutely devoured this book an absolute must read into the reading corner oh my so many twists
and turns in this book i couldn t stop reading just waiting to see what s next then oh my goodness i
didn t see that coming i literally couldn t put it down exhilarating goodreads reviewer 5 stars s e lynes
has become one of my must read authors clear your diary and settle down with the pact once you
start there s no stopping another belter of a book bibliophile book club 5 stars wow i can t stop
thinking about the pact the author grabbed my attention at the very beginning and brilliantly kept me
on the edge of my seat as i tried to figure out what was going on i would definitely read more from s e
lynes and recommend the pact to anyone who loves a good psychological thriller five out of five stars
lady j s bookish nook a thrilling read this book has twists and turns galore and i devoured it in one
sitting goodreads reviewer 5 stars a brilliant beautiful book which leaves the reader simultaneously
shattered and full of hope perfection goodreads reviewer 5 stars full of tension and shocks the twists
and turns were fired out like a salvo of ammunition and what happened was truly terrible and
unthinkable i loved the fast paced storytelling the wonderfully crafted characters and the cleverly
plotted all action all guns blazing story lovers of modern psychological thrillers will lap up this novel
goodreads reviewer an unnerving psychological thriller had me on the very edge of my seat whilst
holding my duvet up covering one eye from the horrors i was reading but at the same time not able to
turn the pages quick enough the glass house 5 stars i found myself turning faster and faster as i had
to find out what was going on one brilliant book nicki s book blog 5 stars i didn t want to put it down
and by 80 i was knocking it back like tequila pure genius i will be shouting it s praise from the rooftops
for a long time to come goodreads reviewer 5 stars wow another amazing unputdownable brilliantly
written fast paced and page turning story one of the best thrillers i have read from an author to watch
brilliant unforgettable renita d silva 5 stars
The Nurse 2021-05-20 how far would you go to protect your daughter from the first moment single
mother nicolette winchester held her daughter in her arms she knew she d do everything in her power
to keep her safe now eighteen years old ella is bright kind and a cello prodigy headed for juilliard
nicolette can t help but feel proud of the young woman her daughter s become then ella calls home
one night there s been an accident a classmate is dead and ella is the only one on the scene to
protect her daughter nicolette makes an unthinkable decision hide the body and ensure her daughter
is kept out of the ensuing scandal there s only one problem someone knows what she did and that
person is going to make sure nicolette pays
The Pact 2018-02-27 shortlisted for the cwa ian fleming steel dagger award 2018 sensational clare
mackintosh no 1 bestselling author of i let you go the definition of a page turner sun truly scary
marian keyes mother wife politician liar then how far did she go to conceal the truth politician linda
moscow sacrificed everything to protect her son her beliefs her career her marriage all she wanted
was to keep him safe now what will she risk to expose the lies when the voices she silenced come
back to haunt her linda is faced with another impossible choice only this time it s her life on the line
an act of silence is about the abuse of power the devastating effects of keeping the truth buried and
the lengths a mother will go to save her child fiendishly impressive structure taut evocative prose
gripping plot sarah vaughan author of anatomy of a scandal brilliant taut psychological thriller
sensitive muscular and it could be true unputdownable julia crouch author of her husband s lover
colette mcbeth is beloved of writers like paula hawkins and with this twisty clever novel she s
guaranteed to win more fans red
Anything For You 2020-09-21 there s no place like home that s what i tell myself as i pull another
flawless meal from the oven this perfect house on a quiet street was supposed to be my sanctuary a
place to recover but everything changed the moment i saw that woman in the charity shop she
triggered something dark buried deep within my memory now i ve started forgetting small things like
locking the front door and bigger things like remembering to pick my little girl up from nursery i feel
terrified every time i pass through a particular spot in our living room and sometimes when i m alone i
m sure i can hear a baby crying i think the woman in the shop knows what happened to me but if i
can t trust myself to believe she s real who will one of the most gripping and heart pounding
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psychological thrillers you ll ever read if you were totally hooked by the wife between us the girl on
the train or the woman in the window you won t be able to put this jaw dropping thriller down until it s
finished what readers are saying about valerie keogh fabulous ten stars the writing is wonderful the
story mesmerizing and the characters realistic and believable i had to rush through the final few
pages at the end because i couldn t stand the suspense and just had to know the ending i loved
everything about this book and highly recommend it goodreads reviewer 5 stars this was one heck of
a ride from midnight to 3am i couldn t seem to stop reading i tried really hard to shut down my kindle
but i had to get to the ending an addicting ride i literally felt like a fly stuck in a spider s web who had
to keep reading to escape the scenes caused a tidal wave of emotions to arise it had me going omg
constantly can be called nothing but addictive unputdownable and a joyride goodreads reviewer 5
stars wow this was a gripping psychological thriller the twists were unreal i absolutely could not put
this book down amazing a phenomenal book goodreads reviewer 5 stars an intense crazy awesome
psychological thriller i thoroughly enjoyed this book it had me up most of the night reading my
husband slept soundly beside me and at times i wished he was up the book is so so creepy it s that
uneasy feeling i genuinely enjoyed reading secrets between us cloud of thoughts 5 stars i would give
this book more stars if i could holy cow was this a thrilling book i really loved this book and
recommend reading if you love a great thriller dawn mequio 5 stars
An Act of Silence 2017-06-29 when ella wakes up in hospital following a hit and run incident she is
scared and confused close to tears her eyes fall on a get well soon card on the window sill and the
nurse reassures her that her loving husband will be back soon but ella has never been married
absolutely love twisty and unputdownable psychological thrillers like girl on the train the wife between
us and gone girl then you will be totally hooked by this jaw dropping novel about the dangerous
secrets behind a perfect marriage what readers are saying about the liar s wife oh my freaking god
what a fabulous and intriguing read this is definitely the best book i ve read by her yet i absolutely
loved this shocker of a book left me stunned as to the why well you are just going to have to read the
book and see one of the most exciting psychological thrillers i ve read all year just buy it you won t
disappointed i promise the book review café 5 stars this book was insane the plot twist at the end
slapped me in the face and i am still in shock about it i completely recommend this if you re a fan of
books like the girl on the train the woman in the window and gone girl goodreads reviewer a brilliant
and gripping thriller it s very fast paced i was racing through to find out what happened cloud of
thoughts 5 stars pushes all the right buttons from the off and continues to push them right up until
the last page the story is mesmerising as it draws you in and won t let go well didn t me and at times i
had to reign myself back from wanting to find out the outcome now the ending will shock you and left
me reeling a bit if i m honest in my top 3 reads of this year awesome wonderful 10 10 5 stars
goodreads reviewer 5 stars wow grabs your full attention and keeps it until the very end this read
kept me wondering where it was all going and i could not wait until the end to find out you will not
regret picking this one up goodreads reviewer 5 stars writing that gets the hairs standing up on the
back of my neck a fast paced psychological thriller of the finest order chillingly good
nigeladamsbookworm 5 stars holy cow all i can say is this is one of those books that will have you
craving more be ready for the shock that might just blow your mind riveting chilling thrilling and
absolutely shocking a must read for any thriller lover goodreads reviewer 5 stars just couldn t tear
myself away no matter how hard i tried a seriously compulsive read that you won t want to put down
it was an addictive read that i couldn t get enough of and the build up of tension was just off the scale
you know how great a book is when your heart is still racing hours after finishing the book as the
adrenaline was still coursing through my body compulsive addictive what more do you need from a
psychological thriller bytheletterbookreviews 5 stars omg this was one of the best psychological
thrillers i have read the ending will shock you this is a must read goodreads reviewer 5 stars yessss
this book is compulsively readable so much so that i did the thing where i walked all over my house
with it today greedily consuming page after page as i pretended to do other things and hoped no one
needed anything woot woot is this a thrilling suspenseful surprising and altogether satisfying journey
wow goodreads reviewer 5 stars
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The Housewife: A Completely Addictive and Gripping Psychological Thriller 2019-02-27 the
perfect wife a fairytale family don t believe your eyes jeanie and matthew are a happily married
couple who both have teenage children from previous relationships no one said it would be easy to
raise a blended family under one roof but jeanie and matthew are strong they will make it work and
whilst jeanie s step daughter scarlett rejects her jeanie will just have to try harder to win her over but
jeanie has a past a terrible secret she thought she d buried a long time ago and now it s coming to
the surface threatening to destroy her new marriage someone is playing a terrifying game on jeanie
and she must put a stop to it once and for all after all a fairytale needs a happy ending doesn t it a
compelling dark and twisty psychological thriller that will grip fans of gone girl the girl on the train
and the teacher readers are raving about the stepmother it was so good i have been hiding in the
toilet at work reading this on my phone as i needed to find out what happened dark and super twisty
a real page turner and i loved it consumer reviewer loved it my god the journey i went on while
reading this from beginning to end i was so hooked on this beyond 5 stars 5 stars itsy bitsy book bits i
don t believe many will be able to put this brilliant novel aside really hooks you in on every level 5
stars booklover catlady tension and paranoia rides high in this gripping novel don t start this late at
night unless you plan on losing sleep jenny blackhurst author of the foster child it s certainly a fast
paced and taut thriller which i guarantee once you start reading it you will find impossible to put down
5 stars the book review café an all absorbing chilling psychological thriller my husband could not prise
my kindle out of my hands the weekend i read this 5 stars bloomin brilliant books incredible twists
and turns that i didn t see coming a great read that is full of tension that really hooks you in the
coffee and kindle this one grabs you and doesn t let go i read it in 3 hours because i simply had to find
out what was happening 5 stars the suspense is thrilling me a clever intense and fast paced
psychological thriller that left me on the edge of my seat until the very last page ginger cat blog this
is a terrifyingly twisted psychological thriller a compelling read leading to a sleepless night for the
reader 5 stars strong book reviews the stepmother had me turning pages in a frenzy i was desperate
to find out where it was going a cracking read cass green author of the woman next door a dark
twisting thriller that shows all too well how you can never escape the sins of your past simon kernick
an action packed fast paced psychological thriller with lots of characters with dark secrets tbc on fb
The Liar's Wife 2018-11-22 omg this book is in my top 10 for 2019 netgalley reviewer i raced
through it often with my heart in my throat netgalley reviewer wow so not what i was expecting but in
the best way possible netgalley reviewer it happens to every mother one day the daughter whose
whole world you once were becomes someone you barely know and you don t know the secrets she s
hiding one night 15 year old olivia comes home late from a party she was strictly forbidden from
going to and she and her mother hannah start arguing soon olivia speaks the words that every parent
has heard from their teenage child i hate you you ve ruined my life and i m never speaking to you
again olivia has never been an easy child a sharp contrast to her easy going happy go lucky little
sister but hannah thinks olivia s outburst is the end of a normal family argument in fact it s only the
beginning of a nightmare after one day of silence hannah thinks olivia is taking a teenage sulk too far
after two days she starts to feel anxious that something more serious could be going on after a week
when her daughter still hasn t spoken hannah knows that olivia is hiding a bigger darkness something
that could threaten to tear their precious family apart the argument is an unputdownable
psychological thriller that asks how far we can push our families before they finally break perfect for
fans of gillian flynn the woman in the window and the silent patient readers are loving the argument it
got me from page one and i couldn t stop reading til i found out how it would end goodreads reviewer
5 stars i got so totally engrossed i read it in under a day a brilliant psychological thriller netgalley
reviewer the twist and i write that in caps that incredible of a twist it was made my jaw hit the floor
when it happened i couldn t put it down goodreads reviewer fantastic so well written and emotional i
would highly highly recommend this book netgalley reviewer 5 stars from the first page i was swept
right in i read late into the night so many twists that i never saw coming highly recommend netgalley
reviewer 5 stars am still in shock after reading this brilliant a must read goodreads reviewer 5 stars
usually i can see twists coming but this book oh man i had no idea this was going to happen i did not
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see it coming goodreads reviewer never saw that twist coming goodreads reviewer a devastatingly
good book if this doesn t leave you shuddering nothing will brilliantly well done netgalley reviewer 5
stars
The Stepmother 2016-07-15 you wake up to find the man beside you is dead he is not your husband
this is not your bed what do you do tara logan lives a quiet life with her husband noah and two
children teenager rosie and eleven year old spencer but her peace is shattered when she wakes in her
neighbour lee s bed with no memory of how she got there or what happened between them and
worse he has been stabbed to death convinced she didn t kill lee tara stays silent fearing the truth will
rip her family apart but as her daughter spirals out of control and her husband becomes increasingly
distant tara soon realises that someone in her life knows what really happened to lee she must get to
the truth before they do tara made a mistake but will one night cost her everything a gripping
shocking psychological thriller with a twist that will take you by surprise will engross fans of gone girl
behind closed doors and the girl on the train
White Lies 2018-04-20 now that the psychopath has control no one is safe but whose side are you on
my name is alicia and i am a psychopath all i want is the chance at a normal life josslyn is still in my
head and she has forgiven me mostly but my stalker will not leave me alone peter has found me and
he is willing to do anything to get josslyn back i know what i must do now peter must die if i am ever
to be left alone but things have a way of changing unexpectedly everyone is against me except
josslyn and for the first time we must work together to rid ourselves of those that wish us harm i am
changing so is josslyn but she is changing into someone i never wanted her to be me one day it will
end but first we must fight for our lives my true self is the second book in the my self series and
follows the continued drama between alicia and josslyn two people who share a body if you like fast
paced psychological thrillers with plenty of twists and turns then you ll love this gripping sequel to the
first book my dark self from jessica huntley trigger warnings animal death cruelty attempted rape
torture violent murder swearing sex scenes
The Argument 2019-12-10 wow captivating story what a twist jerry e arc review loved loved loved
the big twist i did not see that coming arc review somebody was watching her every move they knew
her schedule where her daughter went to daycare after walking out of an abusive relationship losing
her job falling into debt and the sudden death of her parents isabell morgan thought her life was
beyond repair until she gave birth to her daughter courtney and later found the love of her life erik
together they moved to ocean bay cove a quaint small town on the east coast and bought an
affordable fixer upper in a cozy neighborhood her life seemed to be finally headed in the right
direction and then her daughter and her fiancé went missing without a trace
While You Were Sleeping 2016-11-16 the perfect daughter is dead and a secret is eating her family
alive jenna is given another shot at life when she receives a donor heart from a girl called callie
eternally grateful to callie and her family jenna gets closer to them but she soon discovers that callie
s perfect family is hiding some very dark secrets callie s parents are grieving yet jenna knows they re
only telling her half the story where is callie s sister sophie she s been abroad since her sister s death
but something about her absence doesn t add up and when jenna meets callie s boyfriend nathan she
makes a shocking discovery jenna knows that callie didn t die in an accident but how did she die
jenna is determined to discover the truth but it could cost her everything her loved ones her sanity
even her life a compelling gripping psychological thriller with a killer twist from the author of the
number one bestseller the sister what everyone is saying about louise jensen i was gripped to the
sister from the first page until the very end i thought i had it all worked out until i was proven sooo
wrong robert bryndza i could not put this book down i neglected all the house work and put off
cooking dinner until i was finished i loved every page renee reads my eyes were racing down the
pages had me guessing right up to the very end and i had tears in my eyes as i relived charlie s last
moments exceptional it s an addictive page turner that begs time and again for just one more chapter
until the whole book has been devoured and thoroughly enjoyed the book magnet wow what an
amazing debut novel full of intense twists fantastic book to start off summer reading highly
recommend loud and proud book junkie i loved this book it grabbed me right from the beginning it got
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under my skin i felt intimately close to grace and was rooting for her all the way compelling and scary
and unputdownable beady jans books i genuinely struggled to put this book down i can t recommend
this book enough it s made it to my favourites i can t wait for more books to come from louise jensen
a well deserved five stars from me emporio epidemic i couldn t put my kindle down until i had
answers i wasn t sure which characters to trust and which to not trust steph and chris book review as
the skillfully woven web of lies and deceit starts to untangle the author throws in a massive twist that
i certainly didn t see coming a definite must read for all psychological thriller fans and it s one of
those books that deserves to be talked about the haphazardous hippo one of those books that you
can t stop thinking about even when you re not reading it the tension never seems to drop for one
second an absolute treat albeit a scary one to read highly recommended books and me just as i
thought the story was wrapping up bang i was hit again with another twist brilliant it is chilling and
sinister and yet heart breaking and tragic and i felt really emotional on finishing it i can t wait to read
more by louise bloomin brilliant books omg i love this one corker of a psychological thriller which
which ticked all the boxes for me giving it an easy 5 stars chelle s book reviews hooked from the first
page till the end a gripping tale for fans of i let you go and the girl on the train a must read berlitz
chile i was left gaping you cannot help but speed read through this novel you have to know what
happens and with each page a new idea or theory springs to mind nothing compares to the way it
turns out aloha reviews i was hooked on the story from the word go i took special care in making sure
my doors and windows were tightly locked before going to bed i ll tell you that for nothing hollie in
wanderlust
My True Self 2021-10-30 the perfect life or the perfect lie when regi moves into her new house share
she s ready for a clean slate a new home a new routine a new identity desperate to escape the
shadow of her past that follows her everywhere she goes regi finds the ideal distraction in the perfect
lives of others on social media but as innocent scrolling turns into an unhealthy obsession regi will
soon learn that seeking perfection comes at a price a gripping psychological suspense from the
international bestselling author of the daughter in law perfect for fans of lisa jewell k l slater and
jackie kabler what readers are saying about the house mate heart stopping pacy and tension filled
highly recommended claire allan usa today bestseller compelling and claustrophobic nina is an
exciting new voice and definitely one to watch phoebe morgan author of the babysitter chilling and
creepy an atmospheric and addictive debut diane jeffrey author of the guilty mother totally addictive i
couldn t put it down darren o sullivan author of closer than you think a claustrophobic nail biting
thriller that draws you in and doesn t let go naomi joy author of the liars clever emotionally draining
and totally gripping i absolutely loved this book d e white author of the forgotten child
The Darkest Lies 2017-05-12 amazon best seller reached 4 in thrillers suspense a captivating page
turner douglas wolfe nobody knows the day they ll die until now mathematical genius daniel geller
has developed a formula to predict a person s date of death only to have it rejected by the faculty at
trinity college totally devastated he turns his back on the world he once loved twelve years on daniel
s old professor john redmond and his wife are coming to terms with the death of their ten year old son
could daniel s formula have predicated his death revisiting the thesis the professor makes an
astonishing discovery out of the five fellow students whom daniel used the formula on one of them
died on the exact date he predicted one more is due to die in six days daniel s ex lover grace the
professor draws daniel back into the world of mathematics where he is suddenly faced with the
dilemma of allowing someone he once loved to die to be one step closer to proving his thesis and
enjoying a prestige he once dreamed of set in the vibrant cities of dublin and amsterdam the
prediction is a powerful story about coping with shattered dreams the loss of a loved one and an
illustration of just how unpredictable the human heart can be praise for the prediction once you get
hooked you won t want to put the book down allison james there is something brilliant and enticing
about a novel where one of the central conflicts is that you very much want for two mutually exclusive
things to happen anne doucette i loved this book it was emotionally intense suspenseful and so very
touching and beautiful at the end i cannot remember the last time a book brought me to tears judy
schechter first time author darren sugrue hits the mark with a 5 star novel this book is awesome l frier
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the ending twist was just genius i feel this is one of the few books anyone would enjoy no matter
whether you are a romantic thriller horror or sci fi reader gadget girl reviews filled with suspense
peppered with a bit of romance and softened by tragedy it is one of the best crime novels i have ever
read you will not hear this from me very often this is a must read readers of all genres unite anca
reviews with a twist blog heart pounding suspense lost love regret lost murder betrayal it s all there
mind blowing plot twists that you have to pause to process drop everything send the kids outside this
is an incredible read doseofbella you really could not ask for more in a book it is so well written it is
hard to believe that this is darren sugrue s first book angie readaholic zone the story is well written
moves at a good pace with well developed characters and a twist i really didn t see coming james
walsh
Missing (A gripping psychological thriller with a shocking twist you won't see coming)
2018-04-18 wow wow wow what a book i started this book this morning and i have finished this
evening completely gripped me be prepared to be give up your day you will not want to put it down
goodreads reviewer 5 stars i look down at her lying fast asleep always my little girl and so beautiful
she gives a low moan as her head turns restlessly on the pillow it reminds me of the soft growl of a
cornered animal where is my poor child what is she dreaming people always notice my daughter
isobel how could they not incredibly beautiful until she speaks an unsettling little girl voice exactly
like a child s but from the mouth of a full grown woman izzie might look grown up but inside she s
trapped caught in the day it happened the day that broke her from within i know why my daughter is
the way she is there s nothing i could have done to save her is there an unputdownable psychological
thriller about families and secrets perfect for fans of gone girl shalini boland and lisa jewell readers
absolutely love the memory a nail biting novel that will drag you in quickly and only let s up on the
very last page such a great intense book cloud of thoughts 5 stars this is lucy dawson s best starts
with a bang and twists and turns all the way through definitely a suspenseful thriller goodreads
reviewer wow wow wow what a book talk about drawing you in completely gripped me had no idea
who to believe my head is still spinning from the twists and turns highly recommend it but be
prepared to be give up your day you will not want to put it down goodreads reviewer 5 stars my heart
was in my mouth reading the memory dawson absolutely got me and held on tight so compelling i
couldn t put it down another absolute cracker angela clarke i ve just finished the memory and am
absolutely blown away a dark and mysterious book it creeped me out when i was reading late at night
i loved every second of this book it was utterly compelling the characters perfectly constructed the
secrets brilliantly revealed an excellent read perfect for these cold dark evenings vikki patis author of
the diary 5 stars i had no idea where things were going and no idea how it would all end there are a
couple of big surprises and at least one genuinely chilling scene highly recommended goodreads
reviewer 5 stars kept me glued to the pages from start to finish this is a well written psychological
thriller that will play with your mind goodreads reviewer 5 stars a 5 star read this was full of paranoia
deep dark secrets and a huge secret that made me fall off my chair twisty dark deep sometimes
heartbreaking 10 dark stars goodreads reviewer 5 stars a story that had me hooked and i read it in
one day because i did not want to put it down goodreads reviewer i read this book with difficulty
putting it down the twist that kept going from chapter to chapter you really didn t know what to
expect written very well i would recommend it goodreads reviewer buckle up this was quite the
entertainer a fantastic suspenseful thriller goodreads reviewer the ending of the book was
unexpected took my breath away goodreads reviewer 5 stars a very good psychological thriller makes
you keep turning the pages unable to put the book down till you reach the end it was a quick read for
me and i read it in one sitting making it a book i really enjoyed goodreads reviewer i loved this book it
had me completely turned around and i didn t see what was coming a compulsive read for the love of
books
The Last Thing I Saw 2016-12-16 you let her in you ll wish you hadn t following a whirlwind
romance rose and chris s marriage has been unshakeable for twenty years but when teenager katie
turns up on their doorstep blonde wide eyed and beautiful their perfect life threatens to crumble to
pieces because katie says she s chris s long lost daughter the product of a forgotten summer fling the
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couple is still reeling from shock when katie tells them she has nowhere to go the couple is her only
hope kind hearted rose invites katie to stay despite chris s protests the poor girl has only just lost her
mother they can t leave her out on the street but soon after katie moves in strange things start
happening someone crashes into a neighbour s fence an unexplained fire starts in the couple s
kitchen and a family friend coming to visit disappears on the way to the house chris insists katie has
to go but it s chris who won t explain where he was at the time their friend went missing the couple s
dream life seems to be turning into a nightmare with dark secrets about chris s history with katie s
mother coming to light rose no longer knows who to trust soon she isn t sure whether she s invited a
dangerous stranger into her home or whether she s been living with one all along a chilling thriller
that will make you question everything you think you know about your loved ones fans of the woman
in the window then she was gone and the perfect child won t be able to put this book down what
readers are saying about perfect stranger my goodness what a book i absolutely raced through this
this book is incredible every chapter ended on a crazy twist that made it really hard to put down a
truly menacing and memorable psychological thriller psychothrilla books wow what an amazing
psychological thriller i absolutely loved reading this book i was gripped within the first few pages
compelling very well written hard to put down tea books and reviews from page one i was hooked in
fact i devoured this read finally turning the last page at 1am i spent most of this read sat on the edge
of my seat it takes off like a rocket the plot was original clever and so gripping a psychological thriller
par excellence what a read i loved it an easy five stars and so highly recommended goodreads
reviewer wow loved this absolutely gripping couldn t put this down very twisty turny i read this in one
go a great way to spend a day goodreads reviewer a must read book he captured everything from
mystery suspense intense drama secrets lies i was totally shocked and blown away rarely does that
happen i am an instant fan heidi lynn s book reviews had me immediately hooked and intrigued from
the first page an addictive and gripping thriller full of secrets and a roller coaster ride that will stay
with you long after the very last page i don t want to give too much information away but i highly
recommend goodreads reviewer amazing i devoured it in one day so cleverly written and really
messes with your head fantastic five stars netgalley reviewer not your typical run of the mill thriller a
ravenclaw reviews this fast paced thriller will grab your interest and bring you on one major roller
coaster of a ride as it goes along it s not anything like i ve ever read before all of the twists and turns
had me up all night reading it great read goodreads reviewer a 5 star rainy day read for sure fast
paced unique twist and turns perfect afternoon book grab your coffee first goodreads reviewer it
gripped me i quickly realized this is not your average mystery thriller love when authors keep you
guessing i would 100 recommend this to my friends and family and anyone who loves a good mystery
thriller goodreads reviewer absolutely fantastic had me gripped loved it can t wait for more from this
author storyline was great characters were easy to connect with goodreads reviewer a perfectly
mastered suspense story with characters that sync together well a superb read goodreads reviewer
my favourite sort of book fast paced well written with lots of twists netgalley reviewer
The Gift 2020-10-15 as a deadly epidemic sends the nation into quarantine one family must face a
killer in their home in this tense and timely mystery thriller seemingly out of nowhere a vicious virus
puts all of america on lockdown in their opulent mansion the wealthy stone family is better off than
most but they re not without their problems mark a former tech industry giant is now an invalid close
to death his wife brenna is unravelling more each day and the children are terrified by the constantly
shifting news then a member of the household staff starts showing symptoms as paranoia builds the
family s fragile bonds are put to the test but the virus is the least of their worries because someone
has chosen to use this crisis to take the ultimate revenge
The House Mate 2013-06-30 single dad ben is doing his best to raise his children alone with the help
of his devoted mother judi life isn t easy but judi s family means everything to her and together they
manage then ben meets amber everyone thinks this is a perfect match for ben but judi isn t sure
there s just something about amber that doesn t add up back cover
The Prediction 2018-12-06 one million pounds five contestants a killer among them a brilliantly dark
and gripping psychological thriller from the author of dr glass five strangers are brought together on a
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reality tv show the entrepreneur to win a cash prize that could change their lives forever when the
five contestants move into a remote house and filming begins their business plans are unveiled one
contestant wins a task by selling murderabilia and it sets in motion a chain of events that will test the
sanity of each contender and put them all in danger then one of the participants is found dead and it
becomes apparent that whoever is behind the killing has every intention of winning praise for dr glass
a gripping and disturbing story with well developed characters and a mind blowing plot the eclectic
review a captivating read full of menace and tension from the very start a stunning and haunting
novel one which will have me thinking about the experiences and characters for long after i ve
finished it it s a 4 5 star read for me and i m recommending this to anyone who enjoys a tense and
disturbing read booky charm
The Memory 2019-08-21 i see my son s scooter lying in the undergrowth time stands still where is
he deafened by my own heartbeat i keep looking but i can t see him this is all my fault my
punishment for the things i did and the things i should have done all i ever wanted was to keep my
son safe i married the perfect husband built the perfect home i ve tried to give finn the life i never
had everything was going so well until now it s just small things at first a punctured tyre an open gate
that i m sure i locked but then i see the photograph of two young girls and a night i ve tried to forget i
know i have to stop pretending that nothing is happening i can t escape the truth someone knows my
secret but what do they want from me a gripping and suspenseful thriller with a jaw dropping twist
fans of friend request the wife between us and the girl on the train won t be able to put this down
what readers are saying about a good mother phenomenal book i was so anxiety ridden from 50 on
until the end sooooo many twists and turns netgalley reviewer wow i loved this book fantastic
exceptional twists and turns i could not put it down i stayed up into the early hours to finish it
goodreads reviewer literally hooks you from the get go fantastic kept me turning the pages truly
brilliant loved it loved it loved it goodreads reviewer wow what an unexpected ending fantastic page
turning psychological thriller i was kept on the edge of my seat and biting my nails while my heart
was in my throat explosive twists i loved it bookworm86 omg tornado type twists wow if you are
looking for a heart pounding read this is it 5 stars two girls and a book obsession brilliantly twisty kept
me up way past bedtime because i was so absorbed absolutely worth losing sleep goodreads reviewer
holy moly this book is flipping awesome finished this in two sittings it was that good literally had me
holding my breath netgalley reviewer my heart was in my throat through the whole book you hold
your breath to see what will happen next a heck of a ride goodreads reviewer wow gut wrenching and
packed a punch from start to finish i just could not put it down you will not get anything done until
you have reached the end page turning suspenseful amazing netgalley reviewer i loved loved loved
this book so much i will shout this to the moon and back i couldn t wait for more it was like an
addiction i couldn t break and i loved every minute of it so many twists and turns that i thought my
head was going to explode goodreads reviewer i couldn t stop reading this left me holding my breath
lindzanne1 bookworm
Perfect Stranger 2020-11-17 she has dark desires and big plans to fulfill them a tense and terrifying
psychological thriller from the author of the di melanie watton series when twenty two year old gillian
thompson returns from university for the summer it is apparent there is tension at home an irritant to
her father and a concern to her mother gillian s home life is less than ideal geraldine gillian s mother
has suffered abuse from joe for years however it is not until joe dies that the family dynamic shifts
and gillian starts out on her own dark journey when gillian meets paul and daniel she starts to
become the person she always knew she was and as people around her start dying gillian faces
scrutiny from her mother but are the deaths accidents or is something more sinister at work praise for
the novels of charlotte barnes an addictive read a really well written and enjoyable psychological
thriller highly recommended donna s book blog well written and smartly plotted with a fine array of
characters and a thrilling story definitely an author to watch grace j reviewerlady
Isolation 2017-06-16 she lied to her daughter to save her family everyone knows leona would do
anything for her daughter beth she moved to church langdon to send beth to the best school worked
hard to build a successful business to support them and found them the perfect little cottage to call
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home leona and beth hike together shop together share their hopes and fears with one another
people say they re more like best friends than mother and daughter it s the relationship every mother
dreams of but their closeness means that beth struggles to make friends her mother has kept her
sheltered from the world she s more reliant on her mother s love more vulnerable when beth finds an
envelope hidden under the floorboards of their home the contents make her heart stop everything
she thought she knew about her mother is a lie and she realises there is no one she can turn to for
help what if you ve been protected from strangers your whole life but the one person you can t trust
is the person closest to home what she saw is a gripping psychological thriller with an incredible twist
that will make your jaw drop if you love the girl on the train gone girl or anything by b a paris you ll be
consumed by this what readers are saying about what she saw wow wow wow what an amazing novel
secrets lies and terrible events galore this is a real rollercoaster of a ride throughout twists and turns
keep you on your toes right through to the end raced through this one on a lazy saturday goodreads
reviewer 5 stars had me flying through the pages to find out what happens i cannot praise this book
enough i finished it in a matter of days my heart was racing as i was reading it kept hitting me with
twist after twist i have to say it s the best thriller i ve read this year ramblings of the book addict 5
stars will have you tearing through the pages a gripping story and my spine tingled more than once
with tangible tension there are just enough twists and surprises to make this a fun yet nail biting read
goodreads reviewer this was an exciting thriller that i will not soon forget had some difficulty falling
asleep having read it i highly recommend this amazing book goodreads reviewer 5 stars wow what an
exciting read still thinking about this one now absolutely brilliant really gets you gripped and keeps
you reading snippets here and there to tease and want to know more definitely an easy 5 stars from
me super awesome book goodreads reviewer 5 stars a gripping thriller i finished it in one day because
i couldn t put it down goodreads reviewer 5 stars a dark thriller full of twists turns and an overall
creepy feeling i m struggling to let go of the characters are very likeable and believable which is rare
in a thriller highly recommended goodreads reviewer
Liar 2021-04-14 riveting chilling and page turning be prepared to stay up all night new york times
bestselling author lisa scottoline for fans of dark and twisty psychological thrillers watch me is a
riveting novel of suspense about how far obsession can go kate youngblood is disappearing muddling
through her late 30s as a creative writing professor at blackwood college she s dangerously close to
never being noticed again the follow up novel to her successful debut tanked her husband left her for
a woman ten years younger she s always been bright beautiful independent and a little wild but now
her glow is starting to vanish she s heading into an age where her eyes are less blue her charm worn
out and soon no one will ever truly look at her want to know her again except one sam grist is kate s
most promising student an unflinching writer with razor sharp clarity who gravitates towards dark
themes and twisted plots his raw talent is something kate wants to nurture into literary success but
he s not there solely to be the best writer he s been watching her wanting her working his way to her
for years as sam slowly makes his way into kate s life they enter a deadly web of dangerous lies and
forbidden desire but how far will his fixation go and how far will she allow it a gripping novel exploring
intense obsession and illicit attraction jody gehrman introduces a world where what you desire most
may be the most dangerous thing of all
The Entrepreneur 2021-05-26 a woman struggles to navigate a new relationship until a sudden
tragedy dredges up her troubled past in this gripping psychological suspense novel dea poirier
bestselling author of next girl to die morgan isn t sure about her new boyfriend justin he seems great
most of the time but a recent argument left her feeling shaken morgan s neurologist who she s been
seeing ever since the hit and run accident she survived as a child reminds her that she has a bad
history of sabotaging relationships it would be disastrous if she fell back into that pattern now justin
and morgan are taking a romantic weekend getaway but justin s behavior becomes increasingly
erratic and runs the car into a tree when morgan wakes up in the hospital to find that justin is dead
she has little time to grapple with the news before detectives arrive to question her about the crash
the detectives think morgan is responsible for justin s death and to in order to prove her innocence
she ll have to unlock the dark secrets of her past
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A Good Mother 2019-01-30 one dinner party will destroy everything the night that throws a wrecking
ball into abby s life starts out perfectly at first there s still a hint of summer sun in the purple streaked
sky abby and her best friend sienna look on fondly as their two husbands laugh under the garden
gazebo none of them know it s the last time they will be together again what starts out as just a little
fun has devastating consequences for the couples alone with sienna s husband greg abby finds him
unexpectedly charming and something happens that night that neither she nor greg can take back
abby is desperate to tell her husband and sienna the truth but can t risk greg sharing what he knows
about her she has no choice but to keep quiet then greg suddenly disappears is her best friend s
husband simply running from his secrets or has someone decided they can t risk that he may share
theirs the most gripping and twisty psychological thriller you ll read this year from 1 bestseller
kathryn croft perfect for readers who loved gone girl or the girl on the train what everyone is saying
about kathryn croft i loved the story telling voice behind this intriguing domestic drama which takes
you to the heart of its characters intelligently written jane corry author of the lies we tell an extremely
twisty plot centring around the disappearance of a central character the plots twists all over the place
with a final one which took me completely by surprise a well written enjoyable thriller lesley
sanderson author of the birthday weekend omg kathryn croft has done it again i devoured this book in
two days from the beginning to end kept in suspense and shock i really didn t see any of it coming
goodreads reviewer i proudly hand over 5 twisty messed up stars to this book i loved this and all the
wtf moments it was so freakin cool to read oh let s just say that ending 5 stars from me goodreads
reviewer oh what a great ride this book was her best book yet she writes a great story keeps you
guessing right to the very end i absolutely loved this book can t wait to see what she comes up with
next goodreads reviewer my 1st book from this author and i loved it a page turner the twist is
explosive read it in two days very gripping and emotional will be reading more from this author
goodreads reviewer kept me on the edge of my seat a story of secrets and lies with many twists and
turns a very enjoyable read that i read in one day as i couldn t put it down goodreads reviewer a great
psychological thriller that had me guessing until the very end family secrets lies and twists made this
a page turner that i didn t want to put down 5 twisty stars from me goodreads reviewer a very
gripping read and i was shocked at the end unputdownable netgalley review so many twists and turns
hard to put down and worth every moment netgalley review this book had me guessing right up until
the very last chapter i couldn t put it down a perfect thriller netgalley review wow wow wow kathryn
croft at her best netgalley review i read it in one day the ending is also fantastic and is a real gut
punch for the reader highly recommended a must read novel netgalley review a captivating gripping
read very very highly recommended and definitely going to be one of my favourite reads of this year
netgalley review
Intention 2019-05 i was gripped from the first few pages and found myself hooked on a rollercoaster
ride up to the last few pages i read it in pretty much one sitting i just needed to know how the book
was going to end donna s book blog it begins with a phone call it ends with a missing child on a warm
summer s morning thirteen year old school girl constance lawson is reported missing a few days later
constance s uncle karl lawson suddenly finds himself swept up in a media frenzy created by journalist
amanda bowe implying that he is the prime suspect six years later karl s life is in ruins his marriage is
over his family destroyed but the woman who took everything away from him is thriving with a
successful career husband and a gorgeous baby boy amanda s world is complete until the day she
receives a phone call and in a heartbeat she is plunged into every mother s worst nightmare an
utterly compelling psychological thriller that will keep you guessing to the very last page perfect for
fans of close to home and claire douglas read what everyone is saying about guilty guilty was such a
great book it was filled with so many twists and turns it was well written and definitely made you
wanting more with every page turn oh my lit guilty is one gripping psychological thriller with a well
constructed plot and realistic and believable characters incredibly thought provoking it ll make you
question everything novel deelights a mesmerizing psychological thriller and will leave you
completely fulfilled with a flawless ending guilty is the first novel i have read by laura elliot and it will
not be my last i found guilty to be impossible to put down the characters are intoxicating and the
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story compulsively addictive books and smiles a great thriller that is full of suspense and tension
goodreads reviewer this book is a raw edge of the seat page turner the story is told in four parts all of
which lead into each other beautifully goodreads reviewer dealing with passion adultery deception
and tragedy and how the past has a way of creeping up on you a really intriguing page turner with a
surprising twist evening echo entertaining and highly thought provoking closer magazine
What She Saw 2018-01-23 discover who is really pulling the strings in this cracking debut the
tension osborne creates in her writing you could cut through with a knife crimebookjunkie billie is
hiding from the world in fear of a man who nearly destroyed her but a chance meeting with budding
journalist adam sparks a relationship that could free her from her life of isolation and dread
unbeknownst to billie adam knows exactly who she is and is determined to expose her and get justice
for the lives he believes she has ruined but first he needs to convince her to open up to him as an
unwanted attraction blossoms between them adam comes to realize that all is not as it seems are
adam and billie both being played one thing is for sure the master wants his puppets back and he ll
do anything to keep them an intelligent and well crafted debut random things through my letterbox
the puppet master took over my world until the last turn of the page several days on the book is still
stalking the confines of my mind sweet little book blog abigail osborne has really captured the heart
of a good psychological thriller developing characters and situations which really hold your attention
jen med s book reviews osborne is an intriguing new voice in the psychological thriller world and i look
forward to reading more of her work in the future damppebbles for a debut novel this is a first rate
psychological thriller the story flows seamlessly the haphazardous hippo osborne has a natural flare
for storytelling my chestnut reading tree
Watch Me 2019-11-28 one by one they will get what they deserve i stayed up all night reading this
book and loved it amazon a night spent sleeping on dirt and leaves is not how claire matchett
expected to spend her vacation she thought this would be a break from the stresses of work and
raising her young children a chance to repair her damaged marriage a week of hiking and hot tubs
with two other couple friends it sounded like heaven then claire s minivan breaks down on a lonely
dirt road with no cell reception the group has no choice but to hike the rest of the way to their hotel
but it turns out the woods aren t as easy to navigate as they thought hours later they are lost
hopelessly lost and as they navigate deeper into the woods the members of their party are struck
down mysteriously one by one has a wild animal been hunting them or is the hunter one of them but
as more time passes one thing becomes clear only one of them will return home alive
It Was Always You 2021-10-14 wow just wow goodreads reviewer blew me away and i m still
gasping for air goodreads reviewer totally jaw dropping goodreads reviewer had me on the edge of
my seat goodreads reviewer one of the must read books of the year i could not put this book down
goodreads reviewer the night she moves in with peter she s so happy so exhilarated so in love later
she will remember a much smaller feeling a tiny one percent in her gut and she will remember
pushing that feeling aside samantha frayn doesn t know why peter bridges picks her a nobody with
bitten fingernails and a troubled childhood behind her but she falls quickly he s older charming likes
fine wine and french films and his beautiful home has real art on its walls peter transforms samantha
s life in an instant he sees the better version of herself the one she s always wanted to be it s only
normal that there s a little friction when she moves in over domestic matters like where things are
kept or the proper times to eat sleep and shower she s lucky to be with someone who can help her
find a new job move on from childish friends and speak with greater sophistication but as samantha
notices more and more peter s temper she starts to wonder if there might be consequences to
breaking the rules of the world he has so quickly built around her and then she receives an
anonymous note that makes her ask is she the first woman to feel trapped by peter is she being
paranoid manipulated or could she be in danger you can tell the truth about your life but someone
needs to be listening someone needs to trust you and someone needs to save you from the man you
thought you loved readers love the women wow devoured in one sitting loved it goodreads reviewer 5
stars had me reading this in one sitting as there was no way i was going to stop until i had finishedit
that to me is what makes a book great i really loved this book once upon a time book reviews 5 stars i
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absolutely loved this page turner of a novel i cannot recommend it highly enough goodreads reviewer
5 stars this is a writer who just keeps getting better and better the women is s e lynes fifth book and
for me it is the best yet a novel of exceptional skill goodreads reviewer 5 stars i literally could not stop
reading this book goodreads reviewer 5 stars
The Other Husband 2018-07-26 mia hamilton lived the perfect life with her husband university
teacher zach and their two year old daughter but everything changed when zach committed suicide
on the same night one of his students vanished five years later just when mia is beginning to heal
stranger alison walks into her life saying her husband didn t kill himself fragile alison leads mia on a
path into zach s past and mia begins to think she never really knew her own husband as the secrets
revealed get darker alison becomes harder to read and mia starts to wonder why is alison so keen to
help and then a piece of the puzzle appears in an impossible place and mia has to ask is she losing
her mind or should she be afraid for her life an absolutely unputdownable psychological thriller about
obsession and buried secrets with a brilliant twist fans of the girl on the train behind closed doors and
gone girl will be hooked from the very first page read what everyone is saying about kathryn croft had
me gripped from the first few pages and at no point does the story disappoint love a good twist this is
the ultimate thriller the bookshelf blog a very clever dangerous and twist filled thriller book addict
shaun the fear and dread kathryn croft generates is what makes her one of the best thriller writers
the shocks just keep coming and the ending is just how i wanted to it to be it s just perfect postcard
reviews a full on twisted thriller which had me hooked from the first page i quite honestly whizzed
through this in one evening as once i had started i didn t want to stop reading jen med s book reviews
hypnotizing from the very first page so intense that you are left reeling i found myself flipping through
the pages as quickly as i could read so i could find out what was happening clues and reviews wow
this book grabbed me from the very beginning to say this book is a page turner would be an
understatement just brilliant chat about books
Guilty 2017-11-13 a family trapped a psychopath on the loose let the game begin what could be more
innocent than going on holiday as a family drive along a quiet country lane on their way to the airport
they meet a stranger standing alone in the middle of the road steering them along another path he
tells the driver ben that a tree has fallen and there s no way through but as they make their way
along the diverted route they come across a coach blocking the road getting out of the car ben goes
to investigate and is horrified to find the passengers tied to their seats then a discarded phone starts
to ring if ben calls the police everyone on board will die let the horrific game begin
The Puppet Master 2020-07-25
One By One 2019-05-22
The Women 2018-05-25
Tell Me A Secret 2017-10-25
Silent Lies 2020-10-08
Stranded: a Gripping Psychological Thriller
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